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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)



1 What is the purpose of Spacial.pro? 1.1 Is it possible to cancel an action in Spacial.pro? No. “Cancel” function does not exist in version 1.0 of Spacial.pro. But modifications can be done. You just have to go back to the wanted windows. 1.2 When is a Spacial.pro project finished? The last window called « Report » allows you to visualize all the references selected in Spacial.pro. Once the quotation done, the user just has to export data under Excel or Graphical format.



2 Download 2.1 Where can I download Spacial.pro? The main address is in Schneider Electric International Website (.com): Automation and control > Universal Enclosures > Spacial.pro). 2.2 Why is Spacial.pro v1.0 installation file that heavy (200 Mo)? Installation file includes software code, data, pictures and CAD drawings for thousands of products. 2.3 How long does it take to download Spacial.pro? Download time depends on your Internet debit but you can also use a download utility that allows you to stop and restart the download several times without loosing any data.



3 Installation 3.1 What is the minimum configuration required for Spacial.pro? Intel® Pentium® IV or equivalent processor, 512 MB of installed RAM (1024 MB recommended), 2000 MB of available hard disk space, 1024 x 768 screen resolution, Windows XP sp2 - Windows XP sp3 - Vista (all types). - Windows 7 (32 & 64 bytes), Office Home & Professional 2003 & after. 3.2 Where does Spacial.pro install User File? During the first installation, Spacial.pro creates the Schneider Electric directory in My Documents. This folder contains prices, exports, User Catalogue and projects saves. This folder must not be moved.
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3.3 Why does Spacial.pro need 2 Go of disk space? The installation process takes less than 1 Go. But during the installation, Spacial.pro starts by decompressing files in a temporary folder before installing them. 3.4 Spacial.pro’s product database is limited. How can I get 100% of the offer in my country? Spacial.pro is installed with a minimum quantity of products (10 of each). The trial version is fully functional and allows you to have an overview of the software. To get the complete version, you must ask your local Schneider Electric contact.



4 Licence 4.1 How can I register Spacial.pro if my computer has no access to the Internet? You just have to copy the http address that is given to you and paste it to an Internet browser in any other computer that has an Internet access. You will then be able to define the e-mail address where you will receive your licence number. 4.2 What is Spacial.pro registration made for? Having registered in Spacial.pro allows you to receive the future updates of the software and its database upgrades. 4.3 Can many computers use the same Spacial.pro licence? Yes. Each licence is only linked to an e-mail contact. It is thus possible to register many computers under the same licence number. But be careful: future updates may not be done on all computers if the e-mail recipient does not transfer the information. 4.4 Is Spacial.pro registration free? Yes. The registration is totally free and does not require any involvement from the user.



5 Navigation 5.1 Are all Spacial.pro’s windows collapsible / expandable? Yes. And window’s sizes are saved for the next use of Spacial.pro. 5.2 How can I open a collapsed window in Spacial.pro? You just have to click on the title bar of the window, or pull it down. Clicking on title bar generally opens and closes the corresponding window.
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6 TAB1 Home 6.1 Where can I find an example of a Spacial.pro project? Spacial.pro is installed with two examples of equipments. These examples are accessible with the “Recent Projects” command. They are located under the folder: My Documents\Schneider Electric\ Spacial.pro v1.0\Projects.



7 TAB2 Equipments 7.1 Why creating many equipments in Spacial.pro? Spacial.pro allows you to work on many different types of equipments for the same project. For that, you just have to define many types of equipment. You will then be able to switch from one equipment to another at any moment. 7.2 Can I paste elements from one equipment to another in Spacial.pro? Yes. All products from an equipment can be pasted to another one. 7.3 Is it mandatory to select an enclosure range in “Equipment” window of Spacial.pro? No. You can directly go to the next step where the enclosure choice is also possible. However, the range selection allows you to directly display the canvas that displays available dimensions in the next tab. 7.4 Why is the width not shown when the « Spacial SF » range is selected in Spacial.pro? The enclosure range Spacial SF is associable: many cells can be combined. Spacial.pro lets you choose (or modify) different cells width in the next tab. 7.5 What means the quantity of equipements in Spacial.pro? It refers to the quantity that has been defined for the same equipment. The total amount of the quotation will be multiplied by the number of equipment. 7.6 How to unselect a range in “Equipment” tab of Spacial.pro? By using the pencil-shaped button, or by clicking in another range. 7.7 The dimensions given in Spacial pro refer to the inside or outside of the enclosure? The dimensions given for enclosures are external dimensions.



8 TAB3 Graphical Design 8.1 Spacial.pro’s product base is limited. How can I get 100% of the offer? Spacial.pro is installed with a minimum quantity of products (10 of each). The trial version is fully functional and allows you to have an overview of the software. To get the complete version, you must ask your local Schneider Electric contact. Spacial.pro FAQ - EN
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8.2 Spacial.pro’s graphical window is small. How can I increase its size? The size of the graphical window is flexible: you just have to click on the title bar of the windows located above to change its size. Spacial.pro will save the new configuration for the next use. 8.3 In version 1.0 of Spacial.pro, device descriptions are in English only. Why? This is the first version of the device database. Characteristics and descriptions are in English only. Future versions will include a translation in French, Spanish and German. 8.4 Can I directly enter the reference code to look for a component in Spacial.pro v1.0? No. In version 1.0, there are two ways to find components: 1. Naviguation in the catalogue. 2. With an imported Excel file that can be personnalized. 8.5 Where do I have to start in Spacial.pro’s Graphical Design tab? Standard approach: in “Catalog” part, select devices, then mounting plate, then enclosure and relevant accessories. For each selection, it is possible to filter the results and place the products on the canvas of “Graphical Design” tab. 8.6 What is the canvas in the Design zone of Spacial pro made for? The canvas represents the available dimensions for an enclosure. It appears only if a range has been selected in the previous tab. It allows you to place electrical devices in a space where green dots represent the different dimensions of the enclosure range. 8.7 Does Spacial.pro manage depth? Yes and no. On the bottom of the graphical window, the space of the deeper component is indicated. This value allows you to choose the depth of the enclosure. However, version 1.0 of Spacial.pro does not allow you to place components on many plans. If this is what you need to do, you can duplicate the enclosure to another equipment and place the components in the duplicated equipment. However, this method will multiply the quantities of enclosures. 8.8 What is the meaning of the green dots in Spacial.pro? Green dots indicate dimensions of enclosures that can contain all selected elements for an equipment. These dots only appear if an enclosure range has been selected in the previous tab. 8.9 Can I navigate from one equipment to another in Spacial.pro? Yes. You can move from one equipment to another by clicking on the name of the wanted equipment. The procedure is possible in any tab of Spacial.pro. 8.10 In Spacial.pro, why are some devices represented by a gray square? Many products do not have drawings yet. Upcoming updates of the database will gradually fill this lack and more and more devices will then be recognizable thanks to a realistic drawing.
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8.11 In Spacial.pro, how can I move components? Click on the features of the drawing representing the component and move the mouse while pressing the mouse’s button. 8.12 In Spacial.pro, why are all prices set at 0? Trial version of Spacial.pro is delivered with prices 0 and only a few components are proposed. Spacial.pro deals with prices according to the country. The user will have to contact his local Schneider Electric office to get the complete version of the software. 8.13 In Spacial.pro, why is there a camera in “Components” window? When the picture of a selected element is not available, a camera appears instead of it. 8.14 In Spacial.pro, how am I informed of a non authorized action? An information zone displays messages on the bottom left of tabs. 8.15 If I have an equipment composed of many cells in Spacial.pro, how can I add accessories to only one cell? When no selection has been done, accessories are proposed for all the cells. To work on one cell only, you have to select it before. 8.16 In Spacial.pro, why does the canvas not appear sometimes? When no enclosure range has been selected in “Equipments” window, the canvas does not appear in Graphical Design tab. To make it appear, you have to go back to “Equipments” window and select a range. 8.17 In Spacial.pro, why some double-clicks do not correctly place the component? Double-click places the new component according to the last component selected in Graphical Design tab. If the component is not well placed, move it manually to the relevant destination. 8.18 When I double-click in Spacial.pro on some components, they are not visible in the graphical area. Why? In Spacial.pro v1.0, double-click is possible on all components, excepted ones belonging to User Catalog. Indeed, an alert message indicating that the action is impossible will appear on bottom left of the tab. 8.19 What is the meaning of the blue square in Spacial.pro? The blue square is a magnetization point that appears when two components are close. It allows you to align two products. 8.20 Where can I find additional information on a component in Spacial.pro? Three ways: 1. Right click on component, 2. Information window on bottom left of Spacial.pro, 3. By choosing detailed display in “Components” window.
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8.21 Can I display the scale horizontally in Spacial.pro? No. The scale can only be displayed vertically. To take horizontal measures, use the dimension tool. 8.22 I deleted by mistake my whole equipment in Spacial.pro, can I get it back? No. Once the equipment is deleted in Spacial.pro v1.0, there is no way to get it back. Thus, it is strongly recommended to save your project frequently. 8.23 Can I cancel an action in Spacial.pro v1.0? No. “Cancel” function does not exist in version 1.0 of Spacial.pro. But modifications are possible. You just have to go back to the relevant tab, delete the component and add another one. 8.24 In Spacial.pro v1.0, can I add components on the sides of my equipment? No. Version 1.0 of Spacial.pro does not manage installation of the components on the sides of the enclosure. 8.25 In Spacial.pro, after a right click on a cut-out form (ex: rounded), an “Information” window appears but does not give any information. Why? Basic graphical objects such as rectangles, circles, etc. do not have any information to be displayed. 8.26 Can I import a CAD Drawing in Spacial.pro? Yes. It is possible to import DWG drawings thanks to User Catalog. However, it is not possible to import a complete equipment after having exported it. 8.27 What is the difference between “External Product” and “User Catalog” folders installed by Spacial.pro? External Product: contains examples of Excel files allowing you to enter a list of products (graphical or not, known by the database or not) coming from an external source. The main goal is to accelerate the selection of components in Spacial.pro. User Catalogue: contains the Excel file that manages the product list of a local catalog that the user can entirely manage by himself: reference codes, nodes hierarchy, pictures and CAD drawings.



9 TAB4 Other accessories 9.1 In Spacial.pro, can I add products from “Other Accessories” in the “Graphical Design” window? No. There are two reasons why a component is located in “Other Accessories” tab: 1. This component does not help decide the dimension of the equipment, 2. This component does not have yet the mandatory characteristics to be displayed: no dimension or no CAD drawing. In case 2. future updates of the database will progressively fill this lack.
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9.2 What is the difference between the components in “Graphical Design” and those in “Other Accessories”? Only components located in “Graphical Design” help to choose the right equipment dimensions. 9.3 What is the meaning of the icons in the first column of Spacial.pro’s Bill of Material? [Lamp]: Suggested accessory. Spacial.pro is recommending this accessory for your equipment. You can choose not to take it. [Red triangle] : Mandatory accessory : this accessory is necessary for you equipment to work correctly. You can also choose not to take it. 9.4 In Spacial.pro’s Bill of Material, why is it impossible to change the quantity of some components? The Bill of Material contains graphical and non-graphical components. If some components have been added in “Graphical Design” tab, they must be removed in “Graphical Design” tab. The reason: if there are many components of the same type, Spacial.pro cannot decide by itself which one has to be removed. It is up to the user to decide which component has to be deleted.



10 TAB5 Report 10.1 In Spacial.pro, where can I add general information about the ongoing project? You can add elements linked to your project in ‘Report’ tab, ‘Project and clients’ part.



11 Set Up 11.1 In Spacial.pro, why is the language not changing immediately after the parameter has been modified? The interface is initialized during the application’s launch. Restart the software. 11.2 Where are Spacial.pro’s Price files located? During the installation, Spacial.pro creates a directory located at this address: …\My Documents\Schneider Electric\Spacial.pro v1.0\Prices. You will find there Excel files containing prices. During prices update in the future, the user will have to replace these files by new ones. 11.3 Where is located Spacial.pro User Catalog source file? During the installation, Spacial.pro creates a directory named “UserCatalog” and located in My Documents\Schneider Electric\Spacial.pro v1.0. The work file is called: UserCatalog.xls. It must not be moved.
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11.4 Can I modify Price files and User Catalog file outside Spacial.pro? Yes. Price files will be loaded again during the next start of Spacial.pro. If the application is already open during the work on these files, you just have to click on “Update” button, located on the bottom of each tab. Warning: the click on “Update” button is mandatory to update “User Catalog”.



12 Import 12.1 Where can I find an example of Import file in Spacial.pro? There is a file named “ExternalProduct.xls”, located in “External Product” folder. It is an example of an Import file.



13 Export 13.1 Can I change the save directory in Spacial.pro? Yes, you can select a different target directory. However, during the next start, Spacial.pro reopens its directories by default.



14 Prices 14.1 Can I change prices in Spacial.pro? Yes you can change prices. You can also change discounts. Price files are in Excel format and are located in …\My Documents\Schneider Electric\Spacial.pro v1.0\Prices. 14.2 Why do two Price files exist in Spacial.pro? Prices are managed separately between enclosures and electrical devices. The file related to enclosures is called Pricing_update.xls. The file related to electrical devices is called Device_Pricing_update.xls. The name of these files cannot be modified.
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